Gilbert El Principal sends an email to staff notifying them of
2017/18 change in school design.
Dear Gilbert Elementary families,
I want to thank you for your continued support of Gilbert Elementary. This is an absolutely wonderful school with a lot of
meaningful traditions. One of the many traditions we have at Gilbert Elementary includes the dual language program,
which has been in existence for nearly 20 years. Over the years, the program has had a huge impact on students and
families at Gilbert Elementary.
Over the summer, Gilbert Elementary received a $15,000 school design grant from GPS to help propel our school with
the transition to become a dual language school, beginning in the 2017-2018 school year. The money from this grant will
be used to help market and promote dual language at Gilbert Elementary, send teachers and staff to receive professional
development, meet with other dual language schools to learn best practices for implementation, and purchase a Spanish
curriculum. The Spanish curriculum will make language learning a cultural adventure, explore language and culture
through explicit presentation, supports all students from beginners to heritage speakers, from struggling to gifted, allows
for differentiated instruction, embeds the culture within the world language, aligns with Arizona College and Career
Readiness Standards, incorporate the Arizona World Language Standards, and contains assessments.
Currently the model that is being used at Gilbert Elementary is called a one-way model, where one teacher is teaching
both languages. This model is not as effective as the two-model, where English learners and native English speakers
together, provide high-quality language arts instruction in both languages, while integrating thematic units.
For the 2017-2018 school year, kindergarten and first grade (current kindergarten students) will transition to the two-way
dual language model. For example, there will be four teachers in both kindergarten and first grade. Two teachers will be
the Spanish teachers and other two teachers will be the English teachers. Students will receive English instruction for
50% of their day and Spanish instruction for 50% of their day. The students will spend the morning with the English
teacher and the afternoon with the Spanish teacher (or vice versa). English instruction will include English language arts,
writing, social studies, and reinforcement in science and math. Spanish instruction will include the majority of math,
Spanish language development, and science. For each year after the 2017-2018 school year, we will add a grade level
until we fully transition to a full PreK through 6th grade dual language school in the approximate year of 2022-2023.
There is a very exciting time at Gilbert Elementary where our students will have have an opportunity to be global leaders
and compete for future jobs with others from around the world who are also Spanish-speaking. Along with the excitement,
there will also be some questions. Throughout this process, we will hold informational meetings where you can ask
questions and learn more about this exciting transition. We will also keep you informed on the transition through email,
letters in backpacks, and through our our school’s webpage. Please feel free to call or email with any questions you may
have. Also, see the back of this letter for more information about dual language.
Yours in education,
Justin Sremba
Gilbert Elementary Principal

Multiple parents get email (public record) from concerned staff
asking if they knew this was happening.
- Parents call Gilbert El (multiple office staff members) and confirm
that students who do not want this will be bussed to Burk next year.
(10/28)

Parents email Jill Humphries and ask why this wasn’t voted on by
the board. (10/28)
Email #1:

Email #2:

JH has to call Principal at Gilbert El to find out what is going on
because she wasn’t aware. Note the lies about site council &
community weighing in.

JH then claims she just needed to clarify the details but of course
she knew all along and yes the board approved it (lie)

Parent sends FOIA for Site Council Meeting Minutes and any public
notices of meetings that were sent to community. (10/31)
District responded and said parent would get them when they found
them. (11/1) FOIA is still not fulfilled on (11/4) These docs are
easily accessible on campus and should take no longer than an
hour to pull together.

Julie Smith is asked if she was aware of email about Gilbert El
school design change and if the board approved the change. She
did not know about the change or the email going out and
confirmed the board did not vote on this.
Julie Smith emails Dr. Kishimoto to ask her why this was not voted
on by the board. (confirms JH is lying)

Dr. Kishimoto addresses whole board in email (again public record)
and claims it isn't a done deal yet and the board will vote on it in
Dec/Jan not realizing JS already has email from Principal of Gilbert
El confirming it’s a done deal.

JS responds asking why her questions are not being answered

Additional Emails:
Dr. K to parent:
Note this contradicts her email to the board.

Julie Smith to parent:

Dr. Kishimoto will not take phone calls on this issue from parents.
Parents are told by her secretary that they will receive a call back
and don’t get a response.

